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Failing - Experimenting





Evolved NASA Antennas
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i-team







Emily Bokar, Innovation Strategist, 
joined the team in October 2018



Thanks to our Sponsors



Data-Driven Design 
● Tough Civic Problems
● Research

○ Qualitative - Human 
Centered Design

○ Quantitative
● Deep Dives into the problem
● Research-based solutions
● We don’t implement

Image: Source

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/Anchorage_from_Earthquake_Park.jpg


Synthesis
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Talk to Us ers
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Data Driven



One-pagers



















Insight

● Full SNAP & WIC participation would 
be an extra $45 million in the 
Anchorage economy each year
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Reduce hunger and food hardship
among food-insecure Anchorage residents

PRIORITY AREA PREFACE



There is no one single face of hunger in Anchorage. 1 in every 10 adults and 1 in 6 children in Anchorage are food 
ins ecure. Nearly 40,000 Anchorage res idents  s truggle with hunger.  

Poor food s ecurity leads  to poor health outcomes , additional s tres s , chronic health is s ues , mobility limitations , and 
overall decreas ed quality of life.  It hits  the young and old es pecially hard:  

73% of SNAP us ers  are in families with children.
More than 42% are in working families. 
Almos t 26% are in families  with members  who are elderly or have disabilities

Hunger and food s ecurity affect people’s  ability to work, learn, grow, and thrive. The problem is  cos tly in terms  of 
people's  time, mental workload, and trans portation needs . 

The Anchorage i-team s et out to transform how food-ins ecure people navigate a  complex s ys tem and reimagine
how s ervice providers  s cale their work and impact.
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WHY FOOD SECURITY? PREFACE
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OUR VISION

As Anchorage residents face economic challenges, they are able to use a modern and 
supportive network of people and services to get enough food. We envision a transformed 
system that allows everyone in Anchorage to:

● Care for themselves  and their families
● Feel respected as  members  of a  larger community
● Build financia l s tability and pursue new economic opportunities
● Experience improved health, hous ing and education
● Make Anchorage a  better place to live with a  healthier, better educated community & 

workforce

IMPACT PREFACE



IMPACT

Our work can best scale to transform the lives of tens of thousands of Anchorage residents when we 
launch initiatives that both reimagine and build off programs that work at multi-million-dollar levels.

Our partners in SNAP, WIC, and food pantries have the unmatched retail footprint, distribution network, 
funding streams, and the key customer relationships that we believe can be deployed to realize the 
largest difference for residents of Anchorage.
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PREFACE

BIG NETWORKS = BIG IMPACT
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A special invitation for new clients to visit the pantry on Mondays 
for an orientation while the pantry is closed and more quiet. 
Clients will take a tour, receive a welcome kit, learn how the food 
pantry works, and enroll for other programs they may be eligible 
for like WIC and SNAP. Stigma will be reduced by meeting other 
newbies, learning how programs like these actually help Alaska by 
bringing in more federal dollars, and sharing opportunities to give 
back. Clients who have already gone through the process could be 
on hand to answer questions. An easy first ask, a set time to 
come, a sense of belonging, and a free gift -- all incentives to make 
coming the first time easier. 

Orientation: Newbie Mondays
PROTOTYPESOLUTION
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Data-driven marketing campaign to connect people who 
are eligible for WIC + SNAP but not enrolled, so we can 
encourage them to take the next step. This campaign 
heavily utilizes metrics to find the most cost effective and 
high impact tools (Facebook ad, postcard, bus ad, store 
sign, yard sign), messaging and audiences. This plan 
takes advantage of techniques from business related to 
client acquisition and best practices in government. 

Find Your People

PROTOTYPESOLUTION
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One easy-to-fill-out online form for finding/applying for 
food including WIC, SNAP and food pantries. Letting our 
clients apply all at once without having to understand the 
intricate details of each program. The form asks for small 
chunks of information at once and instantly provides 
value. If possible, we would use data we already have on 
the client to pre fill-out certain sections. We’ll use 
empowering language about all being in this together.

Online Forms
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Wilma
A text message-based tool to assist people in learning 
about SNAP resources. The assistant is available to help 
answer questions, navigate the registration process, and 
help new customers prepare to use SNAP.

PROTOTYPESOLUTION
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WIC/SNAP participants can order what they need online 
using EBT card and have items delivered to their homes or 
available for pick up in a store. 

Order Online

PROTOTYPESOLUTION
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Next Steps



● Create Prototypes with partners
● Test and measure results of prototypes 

w/partners and handover implementations to 
partners in March
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Thank You
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